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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

Slang is indeed an unlimitedly endless subject to study as it always 

changes from time to time. It also grows into several forms, one of them is 

meme as multimodal slangs. The memes are created over variously wide 

issues, but all of them are the issues that Indonesians experience daily, or 

the memorable issues from the past. Most of the memes and the issues are 

indeed highly related to young adults rather than senior adults or children. 

Created over the issues, the creators combine eye-catching pictures with 

highly relatable text. The chosen pictures are the ones which support the 

text and further create a strong emotion when combined with the text. 

There are some new formed words in the memes, but some do not 

include any new words. They use puns instead. The formation of the new 

words itself are sometimes unique in comparison to Yule’s word formation 

theory. Some of the words are formed differently compared to the theory, 

for example the word “kuy”. In addition, no meme in this study uses 

rhyming slang. This might imply that rhyming slang is no longer popular 

in the society. 

A wise man once said that everything happens for a reason, and so 

does slang. Slang contributes to language by existing in the society. 

Firstly, it richens the language as it also adds new words to the language. It 
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provides alternatives for the conventional items which are considered rude, 

taboo, and extreme. Furthermore, slang helps language broaden the 

conditions covered and described by words, e.g. the word 

“kakakadikzone”. Secondly, slang helps maintain languages in an 

encouraging way. In Indonesia, as a diverse country, government and 

people have been trying to maintain the regional cultures in the country, 

including the language. Using memes which are popular among the young 

generation, it indirectly encourages the young generation to understand 

and use their local language. In addition, people might also learn, even 

only a bit, about other local languages which are made into memes. 

In short, although slang is depicted as an illegitimate child, its 

existence cannot be neglected. Like an illegitimate child, he is a child, 

alive and having dreams, a happiness to someone, no matter who it is. 

Slang is created over issues that occupy people’s hearts that they give light 

vibration of fun in people’s hearts. It also helps the language to develop. It 

succeeds as an illegitimate child that his success also adds richness to his 

family. 

5.2.  SUGGESTION 

After the writer had completed this study, the writer found out that 

this study could be developed into several other branches within language. 

The same issue can be analyzed from different research approaches. From 

discourse perspective, it can be analyzed using the multimodal analysis. 

Future studies can also analyze how memes represent a particular subject.   




